Fordification forum

FORDification is a source of information, discussion and help pertaining to the full line of Ford
light-duty F-series trucks commonly referred to as the 'dentsides'. By only concentrating on this
7-year span of F, F and F trucks, we can be much more thorough and complete than other
'all-inclusive' sites. Technical Articles Whether you're looking for information on repairing,
upgrading or customizing your truck, you'll find a growing collection of information here to
assist you. Factory Literature Library A large and continually growing collection of original OEM
factory brochures, data sheets, photos, and multimedia from the '60s and '70s. Got one done so
far Welcome to FORDification. Please check back periodically to see the newest additions. All
rights reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website are trade names,
service marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this
site may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or
provide comments or suggestions, please click here. Moderator: FORDification. The
FORDification. Quick links. Post Reply. I just know the input rod is different from ''72 boosters
and the pedal support is different --pedal pivot is closer to the front of the support than on the
''72 models. I do have experience of putting a dual diaphragm booster from a '75 F in my '69 F
Ranger and having put a '72 F dual diaphragm booster in a '72 F Sport Custom. Both of these
boosters have a long input rod that connects from the booster and directly to the brake pedal
non-bellcrank bracket assemblies. My '69 F originally had manual 4-wheel manual drum brakes.
I bought my truck in Several months after I bought the truck, I installed the F dual diaphragm
booster with a new cast iron 1. This configuration resulted in very sensitive brakes. I also
removed the conventional cast iron 1. After these changes, the brakes work exceptionally well
now. In regards to residual pressure valves in a conventional cast iron MC. If you're going to
run power 4-wheel drums, you're probably better off to run a single diaphragm booster, rather
than a dual diphragm. Otherwise, you'll likely experience the sensitivity that I did on my truck.
This is a thread detailing the dual diaphragm booster and 'modern' Explorer MC I installed in the
'72 F Sport Custom that belongs to a friend of mine. My high school car. Owned since I just
want a little help. The '69 has , so it needs help more. I just want the booster for the '71 to help
with minimal towing and such that I use it. I just found literally a '75 setup I may grab. You do
not have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. It is supposed to be
from a There are extra mounting holes. There are four that are exactly like the brackets I'm used
to seeing, it bolts up. But not only is the bracket larger, it is also riveted to the booster. It isn't a
bell crank setup I don't believe. Jump to. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No
registered users. Welcome to FORDification. FORDification is a source of information,
discussion and help pertaining to the full line of Ford light-duty F-series trucks. By only
concentrating on this 6-year span of F, F and F trucks, we can be much more thorough and
complete than other 'all-inclusive' sites. Within this site, you will find many sections All
information, libraries and pictures are FREE, so enjoy your time here. Factory Literature Library
A large and continually growing collection of original OEM factory brochures, data sheets,
photos, and multimedia. Discussion Forums Looking for some input or parts for your project or
just want to hang out with a large group of vintage truck lovers? Then this is the place for you.
Check it out! Photo Galleries Photo collections of things worth documenting and saving. Want
to link to this site? Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage. All
rights reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website are trade names,
service marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this
site may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or
provide comments or suggestions, please click here. Technical Articles Whether you're looking
for information on repairing, upgrading or customizing your truck, you'll find a large collection
of information here to assist you. Moderators: Ranchero50 , DuckRyder. Return to Board Index.
You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot
edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot post
attachments in this forum. The FORDification. Quick links. Engine Engine, ignition, fuel, cooling,
exhaust. New Topic. The FORDification fundraiser has begun! First post. I'll help I'm sure I'd be
lost It seems to be how things go. You get set up to make progress and that bus called life
drives over your back. I am soliciting folks to write some engine related FAQ's frequently asked
questions. The goal would be a complete and accurate article post Hi everyone Offering to sell,
or to buy something on a tech thread. So I parked my 69 F back on nov. Just curious if anyone
has ever had this catastrophe happen. I had half a tank of gas Good afternoon everyone, I have
recently installed a duraspark system in my 72 f I used a new NAPA distributor and an ignition
module with the Agreed on the spare coil being cheaper than a tow bill, you shoulda seen all the
spare parts I used to carry when I owned my airboat and last bump After tightening up the
positive battery cable I fired her up and could tell the new coil and igniter made a huge
difference. Much better accelerator After pulling the quantity float, I was Where is this leak

coming from? Gents, After getting tired of oil sitting on top of the timing chain cover I pulled off
the front end of the engine and put in fresh gaskets for the Put a new o ring on it. So far so goof.
Hi all! Truck sat for the past 10years, hauled it IF you need to replace the crank, I'd go with a
Using rods and pistons you would have a Mercury Same block. I don't know why Ford never
Five rear mains later, could it be a crankshaft issue? Hey everyone, I decided to reach out after
being on the verge of getting rid of the FE for a in my 71 4WD highboy. I've been slowly
upgrading and This has been interesting at least. Truck had a with a C4 tranny. Looking for
details on the things I need to know to HI guys ordered rebuilt kit the piston they send me are
silvolite No worries about the writing. I was enroute between Exhaust leak - how urgent to
repair? Hey folks, can I ask for your expertise on an exhaust leak problem? I have an exhaust
leak at the front of the manifold on the passenger side. Gents, thank you both for the helpful
advice :fr: Assuming that you aren't running an aftermarket efi system Nope, JoshT, he's bone
stock under Hi, I have a 72 F and a fully driving Crown Vic with 90k on it. The CV had a busted
tie rod which messed up the steering geometry. I only Yesterday, I changed the oil and filter on
our new 69 we bought adopted? My plan is to work my way through all the fluids, since I have I
appreciate the oil pressure advice, Basketcase I'll put that on my list of things to do. I'm hoping
to wait on a rebuild of the engine, and at Considering 4. Considering a 4. Not too familiar with
the mod motors from that year. Most of my That sounds like it would be an awesome swap! Ive
changed the distributor to one of those fancy performance dizzy. Thanks for all the great ideas!
I went over everything you guys touched on and was still experiencing the problem. Was driving
by an old mechanics I thought i would post this info for future reference incase it comes in
handy. Had a call about an '68 F, , 2bbl a few months back. I have a 74 F truck with an original
that is on it's last legs. I found a with stamp code D3TE. The question is, will it swap out? I
heard As Duck said Far more s in that era than s. Can I get some suggestions on how to install
the exhaust Y-pipe? Seems like the transmission crossmember and the starter motor should be
removed to I know this is a few months old but I'm trying to do the same Hoping the OP sees
this. Though I have a manual Long story. Restoring my late fathers f 4x4 highboy. Years ago he
replaced the OEM with another. Kept original trans but with a married Thank you. I'm anxious to
get it done. But that's gonna be a bit. Covid had me out of work so time was being spent mostly
looking for work. Measurements for engine perches. I need center to center distance on the
holes the motor mounts bolt to on engine perches when they are bolted in truck, as well as
height Unfortunately, the builder's layout pages do not have the perches shown, probably due
to the different perch variations. There's also a tech I will be having a local engine shop rebuild
my into with a mild cam. Going with a Holley cfm carb and Sanderson headers, which were easy
How difficult is it to replace the Auxiliary Tank? As mentioned above, it is very easy. I replaced
my auxiliary tank in my 70 f SC camper special years ago. I think this was back in and that So,
after 19 years, what needs to be done before trying to start it? I changed the oil and filter
yesterday. I know the gas is bad and has to come That is very cool. Should be an advertisement
for Marvel Mystery Oil Glad you got it going and on the road! Bet your dog likes riding in it too.
How did you plumb in the old rigid fuel line going to a carb that now sits an inch higher? Yes I'm keeping the existing base plate. Did you Glad to hear - you got the same result as I did! And
having access like I do - 90 octane no ethanol at Bellstores stations - really helped out on not I
have a 67' F 2wd with a in it, but it has a rear sump pan which is for 4x4s. I plan on pulling the
engine this winter to re gasket the FE clutch fan installation: Hayden and Derale Good day!
Does anybody know the specifications of the fan that my truck came with? What was its
diameter? As some of you know, 50's a F Gotta love a RobRoy thread Tons of information. So, i
found a loose bade on my fan and decided to replace it with a Hayden Derale combo just What
year w do I have? Where is the year stamped on a w block? Looking for the right firing order,
replaced the distributor with a gm style HEI Typically, the casting number is stamped under the
bottom of the rear of the block, on a protrusion that sticks out above the oil pan near the I
already posted in my F thread in project updates but I now know my roll pin is sheared in the
distributor gear. I have been trying to get HI guys big question I m rebuilding a v2 that I got from
a mercury marquis 69 for my 69 ranger. I m ordering a full rebuilding kit all stock Hello All, The
heater in my f is always blowing. It always starts to heat up after the engine is warm. I installed a
new thermostat and nothing I've been meaning to reach out to you folks regarding something i
notice with my '69 f Its has a stock with an automatic transmission. My well-running cars and
trucks generally ran better when outside temps were colder. I always thought it was because of
the intake air thru the I replaced the cam on my 66 f i6 4. The lobes on the old cam were worn
and this new cam is an oem replacement. It starts up no problem but You get the manifold
vacuum read by disconnecting the vacuum hose at the carb and hooking up the gauge there, is
that right? Try to find a port on Camshaft ID Help! Hi all, some time ago I bought a off my local
classifieds, and after cracking it open found it's been previously rebuilt. I would absolutely call

that am Melling MT4 or the many copies of the same built over the years. It's sort of a generic
street grind from many You may want to try They have forums and links specifically for the Ford
six and there might be some good info for you. What bracket would I use to relocate my
alternator lower so I could use amp unit. Thank you :fr:. Hello, Is it possible to replace the front
main seal without removing the timing chain cover on the f, engine? I have the balancer off Is it
a problem using a one wire alternator Can you still use your oem alternator bracket for the
mustang alternator :fr: Thanks. I have a with a in it that was completely rebuilt about miles ago.
The first Watch the belts, but lean over and flip the carb When removing the original distributor
Rusted WAY out the oil pump shaft came out also. Trying to drop it back in the right spot, I think
it missed I would be worried about oil vapor sounding like a dog though. I have driven a few
hundred miles and I am looking to change the oil. What kind of oil The topic of oil is a tricky one
I have a f with the original in it. The Main spot where I have found oil I have a ford f camper
special. I have replaced the alternator, battery, fuel pump, cleaned the tank and lines and rebuilt
the carb and got Another vote for swapping out the condenser. I had a very similar problem and
went through 3 or 4 brand new condensers before I got a good one. Hi all, I replaced the
distributor with an identical reproduction. I set the timing to TDC on the crank case. I pulled the
distributor and made sure Also, I read that the timing marks on the driver side of the crank case
might not be correct - is that true? Yes that is true. Some of Hello Everybody, my Autolite keeps
flooding when the truck is sitting. The engine is completely cold, and it only floods in the mid
day sun. Thanks for letting us know what worked for you!! Regards :drive:. Hey Ya'll. Im
thinking about putting in a catalytic converter on my Ford f There is not too much information
outon the enter webs if this You can but make sure that it tuned correctly or it'll cook the cat
and the ceramic will fall apart. I have a 69 f with the stock in it. It is fully rebuilt and had to take it
0. It has a autolite on it rated at cfm. The positive part about having the 2. Which I think is great.
Carburetor is a newly professionally rebuilt Autolite Duraspark conversion, new coil, dizzy,
plugs, wire alternator and regulator. Was running Good luck!! I suppose i is reasonable that new
fuel pumps are wierd. Hello, Long time no see! I got a question for some of you motor heads out
there. I have a F Camper Special with a 5. All stock You would probably be happier and in for
less money if you rebuild a and swap that in. I wanted to share this with the community of bump
enthusiasts. I don't know what this is considered in regards to topic there isn't a I was going to
pm you but you must not have it set up. Just curious what temperature an FE specifically likes
to operate at so I can set a thermostat accordingly. I think mine is probably running a I here you
there, I grew up in Springfield, MA, was stationed in Vegas in the early s and didn't realize how
good we had it for cooling in New Jump to. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No
registered users. Forum permissions You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot
reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your
posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum. Moderator: FORDification.
Return to Board Index. You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in
this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum
You cannot post attachments in this forum. The FORDification. Quick links. General Discussion
No tech discussion, please. Links General Discussion Links and Resources. New Topic. The
FORDification fundraiser has begun! First post. I'll help I'm sure I'd be lost It seems to be how
things go. You get set up to make progress and that bus called life drives over your back. This
thread is to list the best modifications or upgrades you have done to your bump. This thread
will bring up old and new creations for newbes and Super easy and work great! OK, I have been
wanting to do this for awhile now. Procrastination is my best friend! I know we have had a few
posts on what we do, what we drive and You and your wife are beautiful, yamasaki! Hi everyone
I've read a ton of poor reviews about experiences purchasing from LMC Trucks. However, they
seem to have the most thorough catalog of parts for Been doin' a part time flying crew chief gig
in addition to my normal flightline specialist work. I'll keep this thread goin with a few pictures
from You guys were in my neck of the woods. You guys make a stop at Travis? Seeing all your
pictures serious always reminds me of the movie " Air Hello all, New to Ford truck lingo and
have a dumb question Embarrassingly yours, Bob. What context are they being used in? It may
not be just a Ford truck lingo thing. What did you name your truck? I was trying to think of a
name for my F Ranger, and thought I wonder what others have done. So, How did you come up
with the name for your My old girl's name is Ethel. I have no idea. It is just what popped in to my
head. Huge news! I'm moving to Kansas You know how it is when you've got HUGE news that
you want to share with everyone, but you can't tell anyone just yet? You know, you don't want
to I would like to inquire as well. How is the new gig going? Any news on the parts front? Hi all,
Dose anyone have an image to share of an F Stepside shortbed with a utility rack or shell on the
bed? Can a rack or shell be mounted on My first truck. It has a , and an FMX trans, but I Just like
to know what other guys purchase that they try and hide from thier wives. I'll start with this I

have the exception to the rule with my wife Ever since we were first together Alright, this is an
opportunity to get some stuff shipped but its limited. Hello all, and a wish for a Happy and
prosperous new year. For a 50th birthday present to my 71 F I6 I am going to treat the old girl to
a Apologies: I misspelled "ad" as "add". I hate misspelled words. Step one of my new years
resolution is to clean the engine bay. It isn't too thick just dust and general grime. What is your
preferred cleaner? That purple cleaner is great stuff but like you said it will screw up paint I get
some at the machine shop I work in but I never use it around Spotted this beauty at Home Depot
this morning. Waited around to talk to the owner but he didn't show up. Went in and when I
came back out he was What did you do to YOUR bump today? On mine, I changed the spark
plugs, gapped them at. I had to put Im in the middle of restoring my 72 highboy. Yesterday I
removed windshield and cleaned the seam or pinch weld. I chiseled and wire wheeled the drip
Thankful for Was thinking of you guys today. I figured I'd stop in and browse a little bit to see
how things are going. I regrettably had to sell my truck last Glad you stopped in! Keep us
updated on what you got going on. Oem chain saw mount? I heard Ford offered a under hood
chain saw mount? Maybe it was in the trucks the guy I heard it from might have been wrong
too? E brake spring? JPG If I push the pedal down it does not come back up when released.
You have to pull it up by hand. Should there be a spring built in to It looks to be correct, give
them a call Hey all! Been awhile since i posted here. Just wanted to say hi and see what all you
guys were doin with your trucks? My trucks been sitting and im Hi there, I just got my top end
back together and taught myself how to do a rough timing on my engine. Gotta get a timing light
to fine tune it. Hey guys been away from the forum for awhile and I'm not computer savvy but I
cant figure out how to add pictures now that photobucket is no longer The hardest thing about
using your phone is the size of the photos. Phones take large high resolution images and the
forum won't accept pics over Has anyone seen this youtube show? I'll try to post the link where
he rescues a 67 F Nice to see another one saved!! Thanks for sharing :drive:. Bumps are finally
getting the attention they deserve. I can't find the vin where fortification says it should be. I only
see it in the doorjamb, both locations and on the warranty tag in the engine Got the cab off.
Found more tags all over the truck. One was attached to I am aware of that but I have read
somewhere that someone else bought a 76 with y code but ot had a in it. Something about late
in 76 some got I'm always keeping my eye out for short beds for sale just like everyone else out
there. I recently found one not too far away without a bed but I I have a shortbed I would be
willing to sell. Try to send him a personal message to find if he still needs it. So I bought my 71 f
and I am a little confused on how it was optioned. The truck has a with a 3 spd on the column,
factory dealer installed AC I did reuse the tanks on mine Granted I've only been here since
March of this year, but it feels like the forum has slowed down drastically. Maybe it's the move
towards more Posting an update! Hi everyone! Just thought ide post an update. Garage is all
cleaned up. Hey y'all, I've been busy trying to keep the '67 F project moving forward despite all
the craziness going on. Luckily the shop is my sanctuary and Awesome, cause I got a 1. I plan
to scrape, wire brush, sand, pressure wash, use the Corroseal This is a picture of my driver's
side rear cab mount. The passenger side looks the same. Isn't there supposed to be a nut on
these studs? A useful pc. They let me back on their site, I guess bygones be bygones This must
be for the other type of Heater controll valve and flow question. I have a F fe with a NP from a f
that replaced the 3 speed. My heater controll valve corroded to the point of spraying hot Has
anyone used new poly bushings on their tranfer case? I am referring to the Prothane brand If
so, did you have any issues with the way I just finally figured it out. There has been many times
I wanted to put on a pic and was stumped. I kept trying to do it like on other sites. What I Side
shot Saturday! Hi y'all. I'm having a hard time figuring out how to install the upper body trim on
my Here are a couple threads that might be helpful. Hope this helps! She is ready! Bethany is
ready for a state safety inspection! Washed her up and gonna go later this week. When she
passes she will be ready to be on the road! This a Warning sometimes we find trucks but on this
one the price is getting out of hand, 2 tone F Long Bed right now Had to go in twice to have
bladder stones removed and last time stayed in the hospital few days, now home and feeling
fair, still little blood coming Truck or school bus? Anyone ever see anything like this? This is
with the parking lights on and hazards on. The front parking lights are not coming on. Headlight
switch This is my '68 F basically as it sits. The current supposedly third body was installed It
covers alot of topics including longbed-to-shortbed. I just watched three of them. Pretty cool
stuff. I was particularly interested in the led tail lights. I have a set in the garage ready to install
:. I know this is technically the wrong forum to ask this on, BUT there seems to be experience
folk
dodge nitro alternator
square root extractor
12 volt winch motor wiring diagram

s over here vs. Delete if I will definitely relay what I find as "fact". Posted info on measurements
are correct. The highboy frame is narrower. From my finding thus I bought a 69 f Ranger XLT
two weeks ago. It has a with automatic transmission Camper Special. My question is how rare is
I got an email a few days before the report asking for some information and putting it "on hold"
until i replied, might check in with I have a 72 4x4 cab that is pretty rusty. I also have access to a
72 4x2 cab that is straight and rust free. What are the differences? Is the Jsupreme Depending
on how original you are going the seat belt shoulder mount location moved from the back wall
of the cab to the side mid Jump to. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No registered
users. Forum permissions You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics
in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this
forum You cannot post attachments in this forum.

